
 

LETTER TO A BROTHER 

Concerning the search for the kingdom 

I not only agree with you, but I for one am totally convinced that to look for 

an outward event when what I should be looking for is an inward one, is 

totally missing the “coming” that is here already.  It’s here in the sense that 

the kingdom of god is already within man. It can only “come” in terms of 

mans experience. The fact is, that this kingdom is in every man in seed form. 

 

Whether I look inward or outward in my hunger for truth I energize it to 

grow. It is triggered to grow as a result of my hunger to know regardless 

where I search for it. I don’t have to be “RIGHT”, in the way I search; I only 

need search for it.  I’m not one who strictly goes by any book. The truth I 

seek is already within me, and to search for it anywhere else is to look 

where it is not. 

 

However it is apparently our human nature that compels us to look in all the 

wrong places first, until what the wise of all ages all have said begins to 

make sense, which is… “The kingdom is within, and I must find it there, for it 

is no where else”. Once however I find the teacher/anointing within, I’ll 

discover god everywhere without. In that day all critical judgments of others 

begins to lose a foothold in my consciousness. 

 



The day ultimately comes when I come face to face with the truth that says… 

that which you are searching for you already are. I tell you nothing here that 

you don’t already know, but for those who may still be looking for a 

glorified form of deity to ascend out of the sky… that just isn’t ever going to 

happen. 

 

Many who attempt to base their entire existence and human life on the 

scriptures cannot but find themselves in the wilderness. The Master said that 

the kingdom of god will not come with your observation for the kingdom of 

god is already within you.  I am also reminded of where he said “you search 

the scriptures for in them you think you have eternal life but you will not 

come to me”. 

 

 That which spoke out of the mouth of Jesus here was spirit. This “spirit” is 

the eternal Love seed that lies imbedded within every man that comes into 

the world of flesh. Man whose breath is in his nostrils looks everywhere for 

God but where God has always been, which is deep within his very being. 

 

When I find him within, I then find him everywhere without. The God we are 

looking for is Omnipresence. Omnipresence means there is no place where 

god is not. God is spirit and spirit is… {Referring to spirit/god etc.} all that 

exists.  Spirit/god/all that is, is omnipresence.  

 



If I see and agree that god is spirit and I see and agree that god is 

omnipresence and I see and agree to spirit being omnipresence means there 

is no where god is not, then the question presents itself… “then who am 

I”…? When the answer to that question finally comes home to me it’s going 

to solve many riddles and ultimately answer a multitude of questions. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


